Phyx 320
Modern Physics
April 12, 2021
Reading: 41.5-41.8

Homework #10 Due Tuesday

Electron Spin
Electrons always have angular momentum
called spin
Controlled by a new set of quantum
numbers: 𝑚𝑠 , 𝑠

All fundamental particles have spin
Particles now have three properties: mass,
charge, and spin
This ½ spin makes it so no two electrons can
have the same quantum numbers
Leads to the Pauli Exclusion principle
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Periodic Table
2s

There are 2 2𝑙 + 1 states allowed for
each 𝑛, 𝑙-subshell
Except for the transition elements
(columns 3-12) the row number tells you
the 𝑛 quantum number

3s
4s

Since the energy for the 4s state is lower
than the 3d state it gets filled before
What is the ground state of iron (Fe)?
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Quantum mechanics allows us to
understand the layout of the periodic
table
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Ionization Energies
The fuller the shell the more stable the atom

Causes full shell atoms to have large ionization
energies
Also makes them less reactive
Noble elements (right hand column) have
complete shells which makes them extremely
unreactive and have high ionization energies
Alkali metals (left hand column) have a lone
electron in highest shell which makes them
very reactive and low ionization energies
Electrons in higher-Z elements are farther out
which makes them easier to ionize

Excited States
Atoms can be excited by either collisions with
other atoms or absorption of a photon
Only the valence (outer most) electron goes to
a higher state
All other electrons (core) stay in their ground
state configurations, so we ignore them when
looking at excited states
The core electrons restrict the lowest state the
valence electron can go
Energy states are ordered by energy not
quantum number

Sodium (Na) Energy Diagram

Excitation
Sodium (Na) Energy Diagram

Photons are spin-1 particles, 𝑠 = 1, which
means each photon that is absorbed or
emitted shifts 𝑙 by one, Δ𝑙 = 1
This makes it so atoms must be excited
diagonally when absorbing a photon
Photon is completely absorbed by atom, so its
entire energy goes into excited state
ℎ𝑐
Δ𝐸 = ℎ𝑓 =
𝜆
Atoms can also be excited by collisions
No restrictions on amount of energy or angular
momentum change

Photon
𝐸 = ℎ𝑓

Emission Spectra
Sodium (Na) Energy Diagram

Excited atoms can emit a photon and fall down
to lower energy state (time reverse of
absorption)
Just like absorption, Δ𝑙 = 1 so the atom can
only transition diagonally
Entire energy difference between states goes
into one photon
ℎ𝑐
Δ𝐸 = ℎ𝑓 =
𝜆
This means each allowed transition
corresponds to a unique wavelength of light

818 nm

1141 nm
Photon
𝐸 = ℎ𝑓

589 nm

Stimulated Emission
So far, we’ve been only talking about
spontaneous emission
But atoms can also undergo stimulated
emission

Photon
𝐸𝛾 = 𝐸2 − 𝐸1

When an atom is in an excited state, a photon
can come in and make the atom emit a second
photon

𝐸2

𝐸1

This second photon is an exact copy of the first
Incoming photon must have 𝐸𝛾 = Δ𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

𝐸2

𝐸1

Two Photons
Each with
𝐸𝛾 = 𝐸2 − 𝐸1

Laser
With the right conditions, simulated emission
can lead to a chain reaction
This is what’s done inside a laser
Hard part is maintaining a large collection of
atoms in the excited state (population
inversion)
Then once one decays, it causes another to
decay, which causes another two to decay,
onwards
This make a higher power, coherent beam of
photons at a specific frequency
Used in many technologies from the fiber optic
backbone of the internet to surgery and
medical imaging
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